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In February 2018 I applied for the 2019 Arthur Troop Scholarship, I was delighted to learn in
September 2018 that I had been successful in my application for the Scholarship.
I did a lot of research before submitting my application and I noticed that there was a
discrepancy in the United States between the amount of law enforcement employees (third
largest in the world) and the number of IPA members (only 1% are members). My
application was to facilitate travel and attendance at an FBI LEEDA Command leadership
institute which is a dynamic, intensive and challenging week long programme to prepare law
enforcement leaders for command level positions.
FBI LEEDA is attended by law enforcement professionals from across the country so I
therefore thought it was the ideal course for my own development but to also promote the
IPA to as many organisations as possible. The course was to be hosted at the Milwaukee FBI
Field Headquarters in February; at the time of applying weather conditions didn’t cross my
mind. I looked at flights and the most efficient way to get to Milwaukee was to drive to
London, fly directly to Chicago and then drive up the western shores of Lake Michigan to
Milwaukee.
Upon receiving the fantastic news that I had been successful I booked the FBI LEEDA course
and started to book flights, accommodation and car hire that I would need to get me from
Chicago to Milwaukee. As the date approached I started to get concerned about the US
Government shutdown and how it may potentially impact upon my trip. I read news reports
about government employees who had been subjected to furlough and the impact it was
having on the efficacy of numerous governmental departments.
I had an email from Special Agent Jay Darin who was the course coordinator at the FBI
Milwaukee Office. As I was not US Law Enforcement I had to undergo a more rigorous
vetting process to allow me access to federal buildings such as the FBI Field Office. All

appeared to be going as planned until I received an email from Special Agent Darin two
weeks before the start of the course informing me that the department that processes the
application was one of the departments which had been impacted by the shutdown and it
was unlikely that my application would be processed in time for the start of the course. I
contacted Special Agent Darin and explained my unique situation and asked if there were
any alternatives we could explore, a few tentative days passed until I finally received the
news that I had been cleared to access the building!
I then started to consider what to pack for the trip and looked at the weather forecast for
Chicago and Milwaukee. I was again concerned to learn of anticipated extreme weather
conditions in the area which was down to a Polar Vortex which could see life threatening
weather conditions to the area.
In the days leading up to my flight temperatures plummeted to -60° C and over 1500 flights
were cancelled into Chicago O’Hare airport, people were being told not to leave the house
unless absolutely necessary and if braving the weather that frostbite would set in within five
minutes of any exposed skin.
I started to feel like my trip was doomed and that it
would not happen at all!
As I drove to Heathrow for my flight I was still not
convinced that I would be travelling, the temperature had
started to warm slightly but was still well below freezing.
Upon arrival at the airport I was pleasantly surprised to
learn that everything was scheduled to depart as planned
and I started to relax and get excited about the trip!
After a nine hour flight I finally arrived in Chicago, as I got
off the plane the cold hit me - it was still about minus
30°C. As I descended over Lake Michigan I could see it
was frozen, it looked like a Polar landscape! Owing to the
six hour time difference I had time to briefly explore
Chicago and found the streets relatively empty and the normally fast flowing Chicago River
totally frozen over.
Prior to leaving the UK I sent a travel form to Chicago IPA, via Section UK, I had arranged to
meet them on the following day but had no idea what they had planned for me.
I was met at my hotel by Cook County Sheriff Officer and
IPA member Rob Moon. Rob picked me up and drove me
to the lovely Gayle Street Restaurant where we met up
with Mary O’Connor the local Chair, Arcee Cain one of
the Vice Chairs, Greg Bronsberg and about another
twelve members of Chicago IPA. We had a lovely meal
and a few drinks, their hospitality was outstanding. They
made a real fuss of me and were most generous with
gifts, and I only wish I had taken more items to trade but
my suitcase was filled with thermals! A lovely touch was
the flags which were on the table, it featured the Chicago
flag, the Illinois flag, the USA flag and the Union Jack!

We spoke about Policing matters home and abroad and they were interested to hear of my
experiences in the UK, what I thought of the USA and what my plans were whilst in the USA.
At some point during the meal I noticed one of the IPA
members had brought a taxidermy friend along,
affectionately called - ‘Woodstock Willie’ her
Groundhog. Curious as to the rationale I asked the
obvious question, its turns out the 2nd February was
Groundhog Day which is a slightly quirky American
tradition which comes from their agricultural past and
marks the halfway point to the Spring Equinox. The
groundhog, which is observed by a crowd forecasts
whether spring will be early or not by whether they see
their own shadow or not. This year the groundhog did
not see his shadow which predicts spring will come
early. What was apparent however was that bringing a
stuffed groundhog to a restaurant is not the norm, but certainly attracted some attention!
After the meal I presented an IPA Section UK Pennant
to Chicago IPA President Mary O’Connor. It was the
very least I could do for their hospitality. This was the
first time that I had completed a Travel Form and it is
now something that I will do every time I travel. It felt
like a family meal and made me right at home in
Chicago, a number of members offered to take me
around the city and to contact them if I wanted to do
anything with them upon my return to Chicago after
the FBI LEEDA course had finished. What Chicago
section do is retain all gifts donated and then raffle
them off at the end of the year, all profits go to the IPA
section. They have a really good set up and a lot of
active members, I will definitely be taking some of their
practices back to my section with recommendations.
After the meal Rob Moon
again drove me back to my
hotel. On the way back he
took the time to show me
around some of the parts of
towns which are known to
locals but are rarely visited by
tourists. The below picture of
Rob and I, is a short drive from
downtown Chicago but is one
of the best views of the
Chicago skyline; whilst it was
cold it was a breath taking
view!

On Sunday I picked up my hire car and
drove from Chicago up to Milwaukee.
The experience of driving ‘on the
wrong side of the road’ was not as
harrowing as I had imagined and I was
soon settled in my Airbnb Condo. As it
was Super bowl Sunday I went down to
the bar but couldn’t really understand
the rules, upon speaking to people the
consensus was that it was a low scoring
and quite a boring Super Bowl.
I was exceptionally early to the FBI
Field Office on the first day, mainly due
to the jet lag of the six hour time
difference. I was initially greeted by security at the gatehouse before being escorted to the
main building by Special Agent Darin.
I met my FBI LEEDA instructor - retired Scottsdale Police Commander Ron Bayne - and we
started the day with introductions and ice-breakers. As you may imagine, by being the only
non-American in the building my presence attracted a lot of attention, all attendees were
keen to hear how I came to be there and about my Arthur Troop Scholarship. I hope that I
did the organisation justice and we can add a few more members to the roster. The day’s
inputs flew by; they were insightful and really informative. Ron is an exceptional instructor
and has an energetic and charismatic style to his teachings, and he was able to use his own
experiences to draw out learning points and encouraged collaboration to break down barrier
between the various different organisations in the room.
Everyone was very keen to recommend local Milwaukee attractions for me to try whilst in
town and on the first night I attended the Lakefront Brewery which is a fantastic
independent brewery in the heart of Milwaukee but confusingly on the river front not the
lake! I took the tour which was hosted by an enthusiastic brewery employee who gave a
light hearted tour which included shouting and singing all whilst sampling their excellent
beers. The tour ended with deep fried cheese curds with dip which were exceptional.
The following day we had a new instructor –
Retired Buffalo New York Chief of Police Les
Kachurek. Les is an extraordinary story
teller and uses some of his high profile
decision
making,
sometimes
with
catastrophic consequences, to showcase
authenticity, credibility and leadership.
I presented Les with an IPA Section UK
Pennant which he said would take pride of
place in his house. He also said he would
take it and show his ninety two year old
mother who would love it as she was born
in Manchester!

Lunch on day two was at the St Francis Brewery which was lovely but we were obviously
unable to sample the beers!
After class on the second day upon
more recommendations from my
fellow students I visited the Harley
Davidson museum. Harley Davidson
started life in a small shed in
Milwaukee and their headquarters
have been in the city ever since. The
museum was fantastic and really
showcased the heritage and culture
of this unique company.
There were numerous Police bikes on
show and Harley Davidson bikes
made famous from films such as;
Easy Rider & more even recently
Captain America’s Harley.
Wednesday morning was a solemn morning in class as we learnt that a Milwaukee Police
Officer had been killed whilst executing a warrant. There were a number of Milwaukee
Police Officers on our course, who worked with the fallen officer. It was comforting seeing
all those in class offering their condolences to those who worked with Officer Matthew
Ritter. In these situations departments do not matter, agencies do not matter, nationality
does not matter, and when one falls we all feel it. A number in class were wearing the USA
thin blue line patch which was poignant in the circumstances. We had all planned to attend
the Milwaukee Bucks basketball match on Wednesday evening but we felt it best in the
circumstances that we did not. The
highlight on Wednesday was visiting the
Milwaukee public market in the city’s
historic Third Ward neighbourhood. This
was a fantastic and bustling place with
lots of fresh produce and street food.
Thursday was another full on day in class,
topics included challenging conversations,
managing problematic staff and more on
credibility. As you may imagine the FBI
had very strict policies on mobile phones
and taking pictures, but after seeking
permission I was able to get this picture
of me next to the FBI crest. This was in
the lobby of the field headquarters.
There was also a small FBI shop which
opened up for only an hour a week - I
took full advantage to stock up on a
number of FBI items!

Thursday night a group of us arranged to meet up for a bite to eat and a few drinks on the
eclectic Brady Street in Milwaukee. It was nice meeting up with new friends in a foreign city,
they recommended a few places to visit and they did not disappoint. The Safe-House pub in
Milwaukee is like nothing I have ever experienced, with a Spy theme and the Swinging Door
bar was sublime.

Friday was graduation day, above is my class photo and below is my certificate which was
presented to me by Ron. It transpires that I am the first and only UK citizen to ever attend
an FBI LEEDA Course! I was described as Christopher Columbus by Ron - not sure whether to
take that as a compliment or not!
I thoroughly enjoyed my time on the
FBI LEEDA Course and am proud to
say that I am now a member of the
FBI LEEDA Alumni.
I have met
numerous people who I am already
arranging to meet up with again and
will become lifelong friends. Special
thanks must go to Ron & Les for
training us and Special Agent Darin
for hosting the event at the FBI
Milwaukee office. I cannot speak
highly enough about my colleagues in
attendance, the instructors, the
location or the course. If you ever get
the opportunity, you need to attend.

After the completion of the course, everyone exchanged phone numbers and addresses and
we said our goodbyes. Special Agent Darin then arranged a tour of the FBI building which
was very impressive indeed, all I expected and more ….
I was genuinely sad to be leaving but whilst up in Milwaukee I had contacted one of the
Chicago IPA members who had lined up a special treat for my return to Chicago which would
end my trip with a bang.
Greg Bronsberg was US Armed Forces before joining Chicago Police Department where he
worked; Homicide, Undercover and the Bomb Squad before he retired. Greg now works part
time at The Range at 355 which is a shooting range just outside of Chicago. Greg picked me
up from my hotel before taking me on a fantastic insider’s tour of some of Chicago’s lesser
visited sights and key Police locations such as Precinct One, CPD Police Academy and then
some of the locations of grizzly homicides he dealt with. Upon arrival at the range Greg, as
an instructor, gave me a detailed hands-on
introduction to firearms which included checking
chambers, loading, firing and making the weapon
safe. After the intensive briefing we donned ear
and eye protectors and took to the range. In total I
fired nine different firearms these ranged from
9mm semi-automatic pistols and revolvers right
through to an MP5 machine gun, an Assault Rifle
and a Winchester pump action shotgun.
I believe Greg was quite impressed with my
performance …. for a first timer!
After spending a good three hours on the range
Greg drove me back to Chicago via some more
interesting historical locations which included some
of Al Capone’s old hangouts. I am so grateful to
Greg for taking time out his schedule to show me
around his city and to his range. This is what the IPA is all about – service through
friendship. Since I have returned to the UK I have been in discussion with Greg about his
visit to the UK to return the favour!

As I arrived at Chicago O’Hare airport to begin
my long overnight journey home I met Fidelis,
he is a K9 statue which is hand painted and
honours fallen CPD Officer Brian Strouse who
was killed in the line of duty in 2001. This left
a lasting image and made me think that
despite all the tensions which are frequently
reported in the media between US Law
enforcement and the community there is still
pride and respect - it is the unauthentic and
disproportionate application of powers and
force that I believe leads to community
unrest.

fallen Officers name to a roll of honour.

I believe we should learn from our US
colleagues and do more to remember and
celebrate our fallen heroes, like the way
Fidelis does to Officer Strouse, in a prominent
and public place rather than simply adding the

I will never forgot my trip to Chicago and Milwaukee, I have so many positive memories, lots
of new friends and am so grateful to have been a recipient of the Arthur Troop Scholarship
to allow me this opportunity.
If you are reading this thinking about applying, do it. I was successful on my second attempt,
but even if it takes you ten years it is something that you will treasure for the rest of your
life.
I will return to the Windy City and the Mid-West one day but I will probably choose to visit in
one of the warmer summer months!
Chicago, CPD, Milwaukee, FBI & FBI LEEDA thank you for the memories!
Yours in friendship

Simon Hensley
Section UK.

